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By User Message

Nick A. Hello Nick here from Tucson.

Nick A. Who is here? Where are you from?

Nick A. How about this new background!

Nick A. Cam Tran here at Scientific Learning. She is Great!

Marla R. Hi All, Marla Resnick from oregon

Nick A. Marla! woooo! welcome

Nick A. https://www.scilearn.com/resources-providers
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Nick A. Under Provider Group Discussion

Nick A. Who else is with us?

Nick A. Don't be shy :)

Kelly L. Kelly from Sacramento

Nick A. Hi Kelly, welcome!

Nick A. Who is here? Where are you from?

Heron S. heron from Earth

Nick A. haha. "From Planet Earth!"

Heron S. really really really?

Marlene L. Marlene from Victoria



Nick A. Hello

Carrie G. hi everyone! Great to see everyone here today!

Hallie S. Hi everyone - Hallie here.

Hallie S. What do you all see as benefits?

Marlene L.
It makes therapy faster and cheaper than using only top down therapy for families. In the area of 
dyslexia,I find it is a necessary piece of therapy

Hallie S. Interesting re: response time decrease. Do you all see that too?

Marlene L.
I don't know any other therapy that addresses the processing weakness foundation of struggling 
reading.

Hallie S.
And generalization...Carries out into everyday activities...Marlene - how do you explain that top down 
vs. bottom up difference to parents? Do they understand that most are top-down?

Hallie S.
Nice comment re: FFW taking care of the basics so Sharon can work on other skills and see faster 
progress.

Marlene L.
I explain that top down is what I can provide and I can't modify the input in a way that a computer 
program can do that and I show them the fMRI images of what that looks like



Clarise L. Are the fMRI images available in the resources?

Hallie S. Clarise - are you asking if they're there as images that you can use/share?

Hallie S.
I don't believe so - but we could look into how to get those to you if you're looking to use those for your 
purposes.

Clarise L. Thank you Hallie. I would like to have a way to show via MRI images.

Nick A. What has worked for you Marlene? Marla? everyone?

Marlene L.

Developing my signature system out of Renee's coaching has been very helpful for me to explain the 
complexity of what I offer more simply. Providing access to free up front services takes away some 
possible barriers.

Nick A. Questions about marketing?

Nick A. Thank you so much for sharing Marlene!

Marlene L. Also buying Google ads monthly and sometimes buying FB ads helps people find me.

Hallie S. Thoughts from y'all?



Marlene L. I also provide talks at various locations eg. public libraries, schools, community groups

Hallie S. that's awesome, marlene!

Marlene L. I use the 455 set from Andrea Communications

Nick A. Check out the resources button below for tech specs and headsets: Green, Paper looking button below

Clarise L. Would Sennheiser HD 515

Clarise L. they cover the ear and are what I use with our sound therapy program.

Clarise L. they are not noise cancelling

Sharon P. what microphone headset would you recommend foe reading assistant and FFW

Nick A. https://www.scilearn.com/company/contact-us

Clarise L. Thank you.



Clarise L. did you say 150 min

Nick A. 50

Marlene L.

when kids are in school, I find the 30 min works best, just because they do it after school and they have 
done a full day at school and kids/parents/ schedules are full. In the summertime I recommend longer 
and parents often use 50 or soemtimes 90 minutes.

Marlene L. I always recommend 5 days a week and work out the days/times that work best.

Tony L.
Clarice, thanks for calling out the Sennheiser model, I'll look into this headset further and pass on 
additional thoughts and findings.

Clarise L. wonderful thank you

Clarise L. Do providers get to do the program to see what its like?

Hallie S. yes, Clarise!

Hallie S. Nick can help you.

Marlene L.
If I see flat progress, I talk with the parents, with the child, I watch the child doing the exercises and 
observe the child's results when I provide intervention.



Nick A. https://www.scilearn.com/resources-providers

Tony L.

Hello Clarise, looking into it further the Sennheiser HD 515 headset would be great for Fast ForWord; 
however this is a high end model from the company originally over $100 retail. Many fully supported 
and tested headsets we on our list start around $20.

Tony L.
Just calling this out for you and others that may have anchored to this model, something to consider in 
cost of using the products.
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